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Ocean plastics

other pollution

Ocean Acidification: the 1000 Gigaton problem
CO2 + H20  H2CO3  H+ + HCO3• Ocean acidification will exterminate all coral reefs unless
atmospheric CO2 declines to 350 ppm from 412 ppm today
• Seawater pH is on track to hit 7.95 by 2050 which will trigger
an irreversible cascading collapse of marine ecosystems

Acidification
CO2 + H20  H2CO3  H+ + HCO3Calcification
Ca++ + 2 HCO3-  CaCO3 (aragonite) + CO2 (aqueous) + H20
Gigatech solutions:
• Grow seagrasses, shellfish, & reefs faster than
pollutants are killing them by mimicking natural
processes
• Grow other marine carbon sinks (Deep 6 Carbon ©)
Long-term: need to draw down 50 Gigaton CO2 / year for 20 years*
*Note to carbon market experts: an avoided emission does not drawdown CO2,
and the ocean knows this even if you don’t

Integrating Cultivated Reefs and Aquaculture
Limestone (CaCO3) grown* using trickle charge electricity plus coral propagation to support marine
aquaculture and nature-based defenses while directly mitigating local ocean acidification.

The “electric reef” technique has been demonstrated at
multiple sites around the world for more than 15 years.
Photos courtesy of Scott Countryman,
Coral Triangle Conservancy: ree.ph
* Each ton of CaCO3 sequesters 0.44 tons CO2

The Ocean Economy To Help Save The Planet
• Marine Aquaculture
• Reefs
• offshore Renewable energy (ORE)
• Ecotourism
… all for preservation, restoration and growth of
Ecosystem Services -- MARES
MARES aligns with
SDG 14, SDG 7
Don’t forget cleaner shipping!

Photo courtesy of Leow Ban Tat, ACE Eco Ark

MARES v0: Gulf of Mexico Cultivated Reefs - R2R and others

The Wealth of [some] Nations
Exclusive Economic Zones
• 12 - 200 nautical miles from
coastline
• Every LAC country has EEZ
except Bolivia and Paraguay
• 19 countries are mostly EEZ

An Ocean of Opportunity
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Seaweed / Integrated Multi-trophic Aquaculture Potential in LAC
Seaweed value at $250/ton ($/year)
1,600,000,000

Assumptions:
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Gross revenue
• $9.48 Billion/year

Seaweed supply / value Chains
Edible products

Industrial
products

Seaweed

“Seaweed to X” supply / value Chains
Fuel Ethanol @ $1 / Liter
VLSFO – IMO cleaner marine
shipping compliance market

Edible products

Beverage ethanol
$20 / Liter
Industrial
products

Seaweed + shellfish + reefs
(powered by RE)

Methanol?
other chemicals?
Biodegradable
plastics?
Pharmaceuticals?

Carbon-negative tourism??

Sustainable limestone building materals?

Multilateral Development Bank – typical project finance
Regional Departments / Country Operations

Developing Member Country
Executing / Implementing Agencies –
government agencies and/or commercial entities

• Project pipelines and investment operations identified pursuant to country programs
• Project-specific procurement plans
• Sovereign and non-sovereign finance
• Blended finance as necessary using principle of “minimum concessionality”
• Goods & services are procured by government agencies or private sector project sponsors
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Investment Program with Financial Intermediation Loan
• IADB: Financial Intermediation loan – “wholesale” finance
• Technical cooperation to support processing and initial implementation

National development bank / commercial bank
Financial intermediary
Concessional co-financing, e.g.:
• EU NAMA for initial program development
• GCF for replication and scale-up

• “Retail” sub-loans to multiple sub-projects.
• Blended finance to individual sub-projects on minimum concessionality principles.
Sponsor/developer’s equity & other commercial co-financing for individual projects
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Seaweed to X: key issues for commercial development
• Government provides legal assurances & physical access to marine areas & onshore logistical support
for development & operations. Government collects royalty payments – details to be determined.
• Similar contractual arrangements as for offshore petroleum & offshore wind development
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• Buyers commit to long-term
offtake agreements at agreed
price formulae – similar to
LNG export projects.
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IADB assists government to develop “shovel ready” project which are tendered to consortia of private investors.
IADB can provide sovereign financial assistance to cover “public goods” components.
Winning consortium will provide bulk of investment required.
IADB non-sovereign operations can support winning consortium. Other co-financing can be mobilized from
development partners (other MDBs, bi-laterals) and maybe carbon finance or new payment for ecosystem services.
• Similar to India and Cambodia national solar park projects supported by WBG and AsDB

Regenerative Seaweed enhances ocean health while providing revenue from
(i) seaweed & other seagrasses, (ii) shellfish & other seafood, (iii) reefs & eco tourism… ??? carbon $$$?
Advanced marine aquaculture
output could be 100 times
current global seafood
consumption
Offshore RE can power new
industries: regenerative H2,
carbon-negative building
materials, climate-proof water,
etc.

Reefs can be cultivated
and grown faster than
natural reefs are dying

Ecotourism developed around
reefs and integrated with
marine aquaculture and
offshore RE

Seaweed to X
$5 – 10 Billion investment in LAC ???

Thank you!
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profit margin; the operation is proposed to be expanded to 1000 acres with up to
90% profit margin. See:
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/591e33d3e6f2e191e5349dc6/t/596f7ebf37
c58152ae4aff2b/1500479170878/Aquaculture+NA.pdf
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reefs. See: http://giliecotrust.com/biorock/
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Natural climate solutions (NCS) – US prospects
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/4/11/eaat1869
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